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A story of resilience, perseverance, commitment
and success!

 

Nivel A has been a supporter of the school in its transformation to
become a Google Reference School. Nivel A helped with the initial
setup of Chromebooks,providing technical ongoing support; & Google
Workspace training and coaching for teachers.

The challenge
The school took the challenge of presenting to their educational
community an option to their technological and innovation needs.
Teachers needed to promote innovation, inclusion, creativity,
interaction, differentiation, and communication. Oxford Institute was
committed to take on this challenge and take advantage of this area of
opportunity to continue growing.

The solution
The School's infrastructure was improved to achieve its growth goals
and created a professional growth plan that adapted to the needs of all
teachers, regardless of their level of tech skills or confidence in the
classroom. A key element was the close communication between the
staff, the administration, and the partner, for the success of the project.

The results
-Students in the different divisions have access to Google Workspace
tools through their institutional account and the use of Chromebooks in
a 1: 1 program -Teachers have ongoing training, th school currently
has: 21 Google Certified Level 1 Educators 12 Level 2 Certified
Google Educators -Infrastructure was updated and it allows safe and
stable connectivity for the entire educational community.

“We strongly recommend the services of Nivel A.We
have worked together for the last year and a half, and
they do an excellent job not only providing assistance
but also inspiring us to grow.Their services meet all of
our needs of educational innovation through constant
training,effective and immediate technical support, and
infrastructure solutions tailored for our school. They

 are simply the best
Erika Treviño Quintanilla, Academic Coordinator

About Instituto Oxford Celaya
A K-12 educational institution w/ 30 years of
experience established in Celaya, Guanajuato in
Mexico. They strive to offer their students an
active and innovative educational model that
offers a high-quality academic program
complemented by the practice of humanistic
values and language learning in a multicultural
environment.
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About NIVEL A EDUCACION SA DE CV
We're EDUCATORS passionate about
technology's impact on education.We offer
schools in LATAM solutions with an integrated
approach to improve academics

Products
Chrome Education
Google for Education
Google Workspace


